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The Former Steel Town Embraces
Its Rivers and Green Design
By Christine H. O’Toole

Pittsburgh’s identity has always
been its work. Thirty years ago,
when it lost the steel mills that had
forged its 20th-century reputation,
it became part of the Rust Belt,
with a fractured economy and
three polluted rivers: the Ohio,
Monongahela, and Allegheny.
Today, locals use the rivers for
play as well as work. On sunny
summer weekends, the water
buzzes with kayaks and pleasure
boats, thousands flock to outdoor
festivals at refurbished Point State
Park at the confluence of the rivers,
and cyclists zip past golden bridges
and black-and-gold-clad sports
fans. The region is reclaiming
its riverfront, embracing a new
name suggested by architect and
Carnegie Mellon University faculty
member Don Carter: the Water
Belt.
Emphasizing
urban
design
and environmental protection,
the southwestern Pennsylvania
city has leveraged a $124 million
investment in publicly accessible

riverfront into $4 billion in corporate,
public, nonprofit, and entertainment
activity downtown, according to
Riverlife, the city’s nonprofit think
tank for waterfront design. With a
quarter-century of renewal behind
it, Pittsburgh is now doubling down
on sustainable investment with
a deeper commitment to public
spaces: softening the edges
of the waterfront, finding longterm solutions for stormwater
management and water quality,
strengthening the central core, and
extending its eds-and-meds-based
growth into old neighborhoods.
Heavy industry’s demise had
one salutary effect: It forced
Pittsburgh to clean and repurpose
the brownfields that claimed
prime riverfront acreage. By the
1990s, Mayor Tom Murphy was
championing public access to
the rivers with the first recreation
trails. Riverlife then created and
implemented a comprehensive
plan for Three Rivers Park, 13
miles of public green space and
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trails along downtown’s shorelines.
“We’ve shown the power of urban
design and scale to open up
riverfronts to everyone and rebrand
Pittsburgh as a river city,” says Lisa
Schroeder, Riverlife CEO.
Along the Ohio, another plan
envisions the use of a riverfront
parcel between the Carnegie
Science Center and the Rivers
Casino.
NBBJ’s
Headwaters
Lagoon
master
plan
calls
for a hotel and public space
adjoining Three Rivers Park and
a completed multimodal transit
station. The design relies on
existing stormwater holding tanks
and has naturally filtered fountains
cascading into the river, creating
what Riverlife’s Schroeder calls
“a national model” for watershed
management. Local foundations
including the Heinz Endowments
and the Buhl Foundation have
made $1 million in grants for
project planning and design.
On
the
Monongahela,
Pittsburgh’s
foundations
and
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sustainable-design
advocates
are collaborating on a 180acre
capstone
to
riverfront
redevelopment.
Four
local
foundations,
including
Heinz,
put up $10 million to adapt the
former Jones & Laughlin steel mill
in Hazelwood, about 3.5 miles
east of downtown. A sustainable

master
plan
developed
by
Rothschild Doyno Collaborative
focuses on office space for hightech research and development,
plus industrial and residential
use, on the last large riverfront
site in the city. Foundations have
committed another $10 million for
infrastructure improvements. The
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project will incorporate industrial
remnants, such as a railyard
roundhouse and a 1,300-footlong steel mill, and will extend an
existing riverfront trail. “Facing the
river is something we should be
celebrating,” says Dan Rothschild,
a principal of the firm.

